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  Mission & Values
We exist to help business owners enjoy life in the business and plan for life after the business.  
We value…
	Business owners and the economic and social impact of a successful business.  

	Skillful listening, confidentiality, generosity, responsiveness, integrity, and continual improvement.
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  Differentiators 
	We help clients select the exit route that will best accomplish their goals. 

	Our primary focus is on the owner and ensuring their goals align for their life and future after the business. 

	We possess expertise and experience in both personal and business planning fields. 

	We can help with strategic financial analysis and planning necessary for a successful business. 

	Our ExitReadiness® planning services emphasize developing a sellable business value. 

	Each Advisor is a Certified Exit Planner, and we have a vast network of trustworthy professional advisors.

	We are NOT Wealth Managers or Business Brokers.


Clients
	If you own a lower middle market business with revenues up to $50 million and are unsure about which exit route would be best to accomplish your goals, we can help.  

	Motivated to design and execute a plan for eventual exit.

	With strong cash flow and a dedicated team, we will work with you to facilitate change and ensure your exit readiness and success.

























  
  








  
    CLIENT VIDEO TESTIMONIALS
  







  Contact information
9711 Washingtonian Blvd, Suite 550
Gaithersburg, MD  20878
301.859.0860 | email@ennislp.com 
Established in 2010
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